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Abstract. Towards a compact and elaboration-tolerant first-order representation
of Markov games, we introducerelational Markov games, which combine stan-
dard Markov games with first-order action descriptions in a stochastic variant of
the situation calculus. We focus on the zero-sum two-agent case, where we have
two agents with diametrically opposed goals. We also present a symbolic value
iteration algorithm for computing Nash policy pairs in this framework.

1 Introduction

During the recent decade, the development of controllers for autonomous agents has
become increasingly important in AI. One way of designing such controllers is the
planning approach, where goals or reward functions are specified, and the agent is given
a planning ability to achieve a goal or to maximize a reward function. In particular,
decision-theoretic planning in fully observable Markov decision processes (MDPs) [13]
and the more general partially observable Markov decision processes (POMDPs) [8] has
attained much attention in recent research on such issues in AI.

Recent work [2,18,6,7] also proposes first-order and relational extensions to MDPs.
The main aims behind such extensions are essentially (i) to compactly represent MDPs
without explicitly referring to atomic or propositional states and state transitions, (ii) to
exploit such compact representations for efficiently solving large-scale problems, and
(iii) to allow for reusing plans in similar environments with few or no replanning.

Along another line, MDPs have also been generalized to multi-agent systems. Here,
the optimal actions of each agent may depend on the actions of all the other agents. One
such generalization are multi-agent MDPs [1], which are similar to MDPs except that
actions (and decisions) are distributed among multiple agents. The agents are cooper-
ative in the sense that they all share the same reward, and thus the main aspect is how
to coordinate the activities of different agents. Another such generalization are Markov
games [16,9], also called stochastic games [11], which generalize MDPs as well as ma-
trix games from game theory. Here, actions (and decisions) are also distributed among
multiple agents, but the agents are not necessarily cooperative anymore. The agents
may have different rewards, and in the case of zero-sum Markov games between two
agents, even diametrically opposed rewards. Hence, rather than aiming at acting opti-
mally in a team of cooperative agents, as in multi-agent MDPs, we now aim at acting
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optimally among possibly competing agents. For example, in robotic soccer, we have
two competing teams of agents, where each team consists of cooperative agents [4].

Even though there exists already extensive work on ordinary Markov games, to the
best of our knowledge, there has been no work on relational Markov games so far. In this
paper, we are trying to fill this gap. We present relational Markov games, where first-
order action descriptions in a stochastic variant of the situation calculus are combined
with ordinary Markov games. The main contributions can be summarized as follows:

– We introduce relational Markov games, where a stochastic variant of the situation
calculus is used for first-order action descriptions. For ease of presentation, we
concentrate on the zero-sum two-agent case, but the representation can be easily
extended to the general-sumk-agent case wherek≥ 2.

– As a semantics of relational Markov games, we provide a mapping to ordinary
Markov games. In particular, we then show that every ordinary Markov gameG
can be represented as a relational Markov gameG′ such thatG is the ordinary
Markov game semantics ofG′.

– We present a symbolic value iteration algorithm for relational Markov games. We
show that it provably converges and that it computes the quality and the value func-
tion of the encoded ordinary Markov game, which can be used to compute a Nash
policy pair for relational Markov games.

– We then introduce acyclic relational Markov games. We show that for them, the log-
ical inference in the symbolic value iteration can be reduced to deciding whether an
acyclic logic program (with integrity constraints) has an answer set. Furthermore,
in the propositional case, every value iteration step can be done in polynomial time.

2 Preliminaries

We recall the basic concepts of the situation calculus and of matrix and Markov games.

Situation Calculus. The situation calculus [10,15] is a first-order language for rep-
resenting dynamic domains. Its main ingredients areactions, situations, andfluents.
An action is a first-order term of the forma(u), wherea is an action function sym-
bol andu are its arguments. E.g.,moveTo(pos) may represent the action of moving
to positionpos. A situation is a first-order term encoding a sequence of actions. It is
either a constant symbol or of the formdo(a, s), wherea is an action ands is a situa-
tion. The constant symbolS0 is theinitial situationand represents the empty sequence,
while do(a, s) encodes the sequence obtained from executinga after the sequence ofs.
E.g.,do(moveTo(pos2 ), do(moveTo(pos1 ), S0)) represents the sequence of actions
moveTo(pos1 ), moveTo(pos2 ). A fluentrepresents a world or agent property that may
change when executing an action. It is a predicate symbol whose most right argument is
a situation. E.g.,at(pos, s) may express that an agent is at positionpos in situations. A
dynamic domain is encoded as abasic action theoryAT =(Σ,DS0 ,Dssa,Duna,Dap):

– Σ is the set of foundational axioms for situations;
– Duna is the set ofunique name axioms for actions, saying that different action
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– DS0 is a set of first-order formulas describing theinitial state of the domain(rep-
resented byS0). E.g.,at(a , 1, 2, S0) ∧ at(o, 3, 4, S0) may express that agenta
(resp.,o) is initially at position(1, 2) (resp.,(3, 4));

– Dssa is the set ofsuccessor state axioms[14,15]. For each fluentF (x, s), it con-
tains an axiom of the formF (x, do(a, s))≡ΦF (x, a, s), whereΦF (x, a, s) is a
formula with free variables amongx, a, s. These axioms specify the truth of the
fluentF in the next situationdo(a, s) in terms of the current situations, and are a
solution to the frame problem (for deterministic actions). E.g.,

at(o, x, y, do(a, s)) ≡ a = moveTo(o, x, y)∨
at(o, x, y, s) ∧ ¬(∃x′, y′)a = moveTo(o, x′, y′)

(1)

may express thato is at(x, y) in do(a, s) iff it is either moved there ins, or already
there and not moved away ins;

– Dap is the set ofaction precondition axioms. For each actiona, it contains an axiom
of the formPoss(a(x), s) ≡ Π(x, s), which characterizes the preconditions of
actiona. E.g.,Poss(moveTo(o, x, y), s) ≡ ¬(∃o′)at(o′, x, y, s) may express that
it is possible to move the objecto to (x, y) in s iff no other objecto′ is at(x, y) in s.

The regressionof a formulaφ through an actiona, denotedRegr(φ), is a formula
φ′ that holds before the execution ofa, given thatφ holds after the execution ofa.
The regression of a formulaφ whose situations are all of the formdo(a, s) is de-
fined by induction using the successor state axiomsF (x, do(a, s))≡ΦF (x, a, s) as fol-
lows: Regr(F (x, do(a, s)))=ΦF (x, a, s), Regr(¬φ) =¬Regr(φ), Regr(φ1 ∧φ2) =
Regr(φ1)∧Regr(φ2), andRegr((∃x)φ) = (∃x)Regr(φ).

Matrix Games. We now briefly recall two-player matrix games from game the-
ory [17]. Intuitively, they describe the possible actions of two agents and the rewards
that they receive when they simultaneously execute one action each. For example, in the
matrix gametwo-finger Morra, two playersE andO simultaneously show one or two
fingers. Letf be the total numbers of fingers shown. Iff is odd, thenO getsf dollars
fromE, and iff is even, thenE getsf dollars fromO.

Formally, atwo-player matrix gameG=(A,O,Ra , Ro) consists of two nonempty
finite sets ofactionsA andO for two agentsa ando, respectively, and tworeward
functionsRa , Ro : A×O→R for a and o, respectively. The gameG is zero-sum
iff Ra = −Ro ; we then often omitRo .

A pure (resp., mixed) strategy specifies which action an agent should execute (resp.,
which actions an agent should execute with which probability). Formally, apure strat-
egy for agenta (resp.,o) is any action fromA (resp.,O). If a ando play the pure
strategiesa∈A ando∈O, respectively, then they receive therewardsRa(a, o) and
Ro(a, o), respectively. Amixed strategyfor agenta (resp.,o) is any probability distri-
bution overA (resp.,O). If a ando play the mixed strategiesπa andπo , respectively,
then theexpected rewardto agentk∈{a ,o} is Rk(πa , πo) = E[Rk(a, o)|πa , πo ] =∑

a∈A, o∈O πa(a)·πo(o)·Rk(a, o).
One is especially interested inNash equilibria, which are pairs of mixed strategies

(πa , πo), where no agent has the incentive to deviate from its half of the pair, once
the other agent plays the other half. Formally,(πa , πo) is aNash equilibrium(or Nash
pair) for G iff (i) for any mixed strategyπ′a , it holdsRa(π′a , πo)≤Ra(πa , πo), and
(ii) for any mixed strategyπ′o , it holdsRo(πa , π

′
o)≤Ro(πa , πo). Every two-player



matrix gameG has at least one Nash pair among its mixed (but not necessarily pure)
strategy pairs, and many have multiple Nash pairs, which can be computed by linear
complementary (resp., linear) programming in the general (resp., zero-sum) case.

In particular, in the zero-sum case, if(πa , πo) and (π′a , π
′
o) are Nash pairs, then

Ra(πa , πo) =Ra(π′a , π
′
o), and also(πa , π

′
o) and(π′a , πo) are Nash pairs. That is, the

expected reward to the agents is the same under any Nash pair, and Nash pairs can be
freely “mixed” to form new Nash pairs. Here,a ’s expected reward under a Nash pair is

maxπ∈PD(A)mino∈O

∑
a∈A π(a) ·Ra(a, o) . (2)

Hence,a ’s expected reward under a Nash pair is the optimal value of the linear program
in (3) over the variables(πa)a∈A andv. Furthermore,a ’s strategies in Nash pairs are
the optimal solutions of the linear program in (3):

max v subject to∑
a∈A πa ·Ra(a, o) ≥ v (for all o∈O)

πa ≥ 0 (for all a∈A)∑
a∈A πa = 1 .

(3)

Markov Games. Markov games [16,9], also called stochastic games [11], generalize
both matrix games and (fully observable) Markov decision processes (MDPs) [13].

Roughly, a Markov game consists of a set of statesS, a matrix game for every
states∈S, and a probabilistic transition function that associates with every states∈S
and every combination of actions, one for each agent, a probability distribution on fu-
ture statess′ ∈S. We only consider the two-player case here. Formally, atwo-player
Markov gameG=(S,A,O, P,Ra , Ro) consists of a nonempty set of statesS, two
finite nonempty sets of actionsA andO for two agentsa ando, respectively, a transi-
tion functionP : S×A×O→PD(S), wherePD(S) denotes the set of all probability
functions overS, and tworeward functionsRa , Ro : S×A×O→R for a ando, re-
spectively.G is zero-sumiff Ra=−Ro ; we then often omitRo .

Pure (resp., mixed) matrix-game strategies now generalize to pure (resp., mixed)
policies, which associate with every states∈S a pure (resp., mixed) matrix-game strat-
egy. Formally, apure policyα (resp.,ω) for agenta (resp.,o) assigns to each states∈S
an action fromA (resp.,O). The reward to agentk∈{a ,o} under a start states∈S
and the pure policiesα andω, denotedGk(s, α, ω), is defined asRk(s, α(s), ω(s))+γ ·∑

s′∈S P (s′|s, α(s), ω(s)) · Gk(s′, α, ω), whereGk(s′, α, ω) is the reward tok under
the states′ and the pure policiesα andω, andγ ∈ [0, 1) is thediscount factor. A mixed
policyπa (resp.,πo ) for a (resp.,o) assigns to every states∈S a probability distribu-
tion overA (resp.,O). Theexpected rewardto agentk under a start states and the mixed
policiesπa andπo , denotedGk(s, πa , πo), is defined asE[Rk(s, a, o)+γ·

∑
s′∈S P (s′ |

s, a, o) ·Gk(s′, πa , πo) |πa(s), πo(s)].
The notion of a Nash equilibrium is then generalized from matrix games to Markov

games as follows. A pair of mixed policies(πa , πo) is aNash equilibrium(or Nash pair)
forG iff (i) for any start states and anyπ′a , it holdsGa(s, π′a , πo) ≤ Ga(s, πa , πo), and
(ii) for any start states and anyπ′o , it holdsGo(s, πa , π

′
o) ≤ Go(s, πa , πo). Every two-

player Markov gameG has at least one Nash pair among its mixed (but not necessarily
pure) policy pairs, and it may have exponentially many Nash pairs.



In the zero-sum case, Nash pairs can be computed by value iteration as follows. The
qualityof agenta ’s actiona against agento ’s actiono in states∈S is defined by:

Q(s, a, o) = Ra(s, a, o) + γ·
∑

s′∈S P (s′ |s, a, o)·V (s′) , (4)

where thevalueof states∈S, denotedV (s), is defined by:

V (s) = maxπ∈PD(A)mino∈O

∑
a∈A π(a) ·Q(s, a, o) . (5)

Informally, Q(s, a, o) is the immediate reward of actionsa and o in s plus the dis-
counted expected value of all succeeding states, whileV (s) is the expected reward
under a Nash pair for the quality matrix game ats. The functionsV andQ can be
approximately computed as follows. We initially setQ0 =Ra . Forn≥ 0, we then com-
puteV n asV from Eq. (5) usingQn asQ. Forn> 0, we computeQn asQ from Eq. (4)
usingV n−1 asV . The iteration is repeated until the difference betweenV n andV n+1

is smaller than a given error thresholdε. This procedure provably converges [11]. Given
the quality functionQ, for everys∈S, let (πa(s), πo(s)) be a Nash pair for the matrix
game(A,O, (Q(s, a, o))a∈A,o∈O). Then,(πa , πo) is a Nash pair for Markov gameG.

3 Relational Markov Games

In this section, we introduce relational Markov games for the zero-sum two-agent case.
After defining state and action partitions, we define the syntax of relational Markov
games and their semantics in ordinary Markov games.

Preliminaries. The execution of an action often affects only few properties of the
world and thus has the same effect in many different states of the world. For every
action, these states can be grouped together into equivalence classes, which thus form
a partition of the set of all states. Similarly, two action terms with different arguments
may behave in the same way in all states, and thus also actions with their arguments can
be grouped together into equivalence classes.

Formally, afluent formulaover x, s is a formulaφ(x, s) in which all predicate
symbols are fluents, and the only free variables are the non-situation variablesx and
the situation variables. A state partitionoverx, s is a nonempty set of fluent formu-
lasP (x, s) = {φi(x, s) | i∈{1, . . . ,m}} such that (i)∀x, s (φi(x, s)⇒¬φj(x, s)) is
valid for all i, j ∈{1, . . . ,m}with j > i, (ii) ∀x, s

∨m
i=1 φi(x, s) is valid, and (iii) every

∃x, s φi(x, s) is satisfiable.
An action formulafor the actiona(x) is a formulaα(x) that has the non-situation

variablesx as the only free variables. Anaction partitionfor a(x) is a nonempty set of
action formulasP (x) = {αi(x) | i∈{1, . . . ,m}} such that (i)∀x (αi(x) ⇒ ¬αj(x))
is valid for all i, j ∈{1, . . . ,m} with j > i, (ii) ∀x

∨n
i=1 αi(x) is valid, and (iii) every

∃xαi(x) is satisfiable. We often identify the members ofP (x) with the action terms
that they represent.

Syntax. A relational Markov gameG =(T , A,O, P,R) consists of a basic action
theoryT in the situation calculus, two finite nonempty sets of actionsA andO for two
agentsa ando, respectively, a set of axiomsP defining stochastic actions, and a set
of axiomsR defining the reward to agenta . We assume thezero-sumcase, and so the



reward too is the negation of the reward toa . Every actiona(x)∈A∪O has an associ-
ated action partitionPa(x). We represent stochastic actions by a finite set of determin-
istic actions as in [3]. When a stochastic action is executed, then “nature” chooses and
executes with a certain probability exactly one of the associated deterministic actions.

Formally, we assume that every pair of actionsa(x)∈A ando(y)∈O is stochastic,
and has an associated state partitionPa,o(z, s), wherez =xy. We then use

stochastic(α(x), ω(y), φ(z, s), n(z))

in P to associate the stochastic pair of actionsα(x)∈Pa(x) andω(y)∈Po(y) with
the deterministic actionn(z) in the context of the class of states encoded byφ(z, s) ∈
Pa,o(z, s). Furthermore, we use

prob(α(x), ω(y), φ(z, s), n(z)) = p

to encode that “nature” choosesn(z) with probabilityp. Here, we also assume that the
pair of actionsa(x)∈A ando(y)∈O has the same preconditions as everyn(z).

Hence, a stochastic pair of actionsa(x) ando(y) can be indirectly represented by
providing a successor state axiom for each associated nature choicen(z). Thus,T
is extended to a probabilistic setting in a minimal way. For example, consider the
stochastic pair of actionsmoveS(obj , x, y)∈A andmoveS(obj , x′, y′)∈O, where
agentsa ando simultaneously try to move the objectobj to the positions(x, y) and
(x′, y′), respectively. Depending on the context, this may correspond to actually moving
obj to either(x, y) or (x′, y′), which is represented bystochastic(moveS (obj , x, y),
moveS (obj , x′, y′), s= s1, moveTo(obj , x, y)) and stochastic(moveS (obj , x, y),
moveS (obj , x′, y′), s=s2,moveTo(obj , x′, y′))alongwith the associated probabilities,
for example,0.1 and0.9, respectively. We specifymoveS by defining preconditions for
moveTo(a, x, y′) and the successor state axiom (1).

Finally, R specifies a reward function, which associates with every pair of ac-
tionsα(x)∈Pa(x) andω(y)∈Po(y), and every contextφ(z, s)∈Pa,o(z, s), where
z =xy, a rewardr to agenta , expressed by:

reward(α(x), ω(y), φ(z, s)) = r .

E.g., we may have thatreward(moveS (obj , x, y),moveS (obj , x′, y′), s= s1) = 1 and
reward(moveS (obj , x, y),moveS (obj , x′, y′), s= s2) = − 1.

Semantics. We now define the semantics of relational Markov gamesG =(T,A,O, P,
R) by providing a mapping to ordinary zero-sum two-player Markov games.

We first define the state and the action space of this ordinary Markov game. Theuni-
fied state partition, denotedUSP , is the product of all state partitions for every pair of
actionsa(x)∈A ando(y)∈O. Here, theproductof k≥ 1 state partitionsP 1, . . . , P k,
denotedP 1 × · · · × P k, is defined as the set of allφ1 ∧ · · · ∧φk such thatφi ∈P i for
all i∈{1, . . . , k}. We assume that everyφ∈USP is satisfiable. Theunified action par-
tition of agentsa ando, denotedUAPa andUAPo , is the union of all action partitions
of the actions of agentsa ando, respectively.

We define probabilistic transitions on state partitions using the concept of regression
from the situation calculus. We associate with every currentφ(z, s)∈Pa,o(z, s) a prob-
ability distribution on successorψ(z, s)∈Pa,o(z, s) after executinga ando. Formally,
supposeφ(z, s)∈Pa,o(z, s), wherez =xy, and the pair of actionsα(x)∈Pa(x) and



ω(y)∈Po(y) is executable inφ(z, s). Then, the successor fluent formulas underα(x)
andω(y) in φ(z, s) are allψ(z, s)∈Pa,o(z, s) such thatRegr(ψ(z, do(n(z), s))) =
φ(z, s) andstochastic(α(x), ω(y), φ(z, s), n(z)) is in P , along with the probabili-
tiesprob(α(x), ω(y), φ(z, s), n(z)). We useP̂ ( · |φ(z, s), α(x), ω(y)) to denote this
probability distribution on successor fluent formulas.

The above transitions require the closure property that pairs of actions do not lead
outside their state partitions. Intuitively, pairs of actions only locally manipulate few
properties of the world. This often holds. Formally, for every pair of actionsa(x)∈A
ando(y)∈O, we assume thatPa,o(z, s) = {φi(z, s) | i∈{1, . . . ,m}} is closed under
transition to the successor state. That is, for allz =xy and all situationss1 ands2, if
φi(z, s1)≡φi(z, s2) for all i∈{1, . . . ,m}, thenφi(z, do(n(z), s1))≡φi(z, do(n(z),
s2)) for all i∈{1, . . . ,m}, wheren(z) is associated witha(x) ando(y) in φi(z, s)
throughP . Furthermore, we assume that the preconditions of every paira(x)∈A and
o(y)∈O can be evaluated on the members ofPa,o(z, s).

Finally, we extend the probabilistic transition and the reward function toUSP as
follows. Let φ(z, s)∈Pa,o(z, s), wherez =xy, and let the pairα(x)∈Pa(x) and
ω(y) ∈ Po(y) be executable inφ(z, s). Then, for allφ(z, s)∧ ρ ∈ USP , define
P̂ ( · |φ(z, s)∧ ρ, α(x), ω(y)) = P̂ ( · | φ(z, s), α(x), ω(y)). Moreover, for allφ(z, s)∧
ρ∈USP , defineR̂(φ(z, s)∧ ρ, α(x), ω(y))= reward(α(x), ω(y), φ(z, s)).

In summary, as a semantics, every relational Markov gameG =(T,A,O, P,R) is
associated with the ordinary zero-sum two-player Markov gameG′=(S′, A′, O′, P ′, R′),
whereS′ =USP , A′ =UAPa ,O′ =UAPo , P ′ = P̂ , andR′ = R̂ as above, and where
we additionally assume the same action preconditions as inG.

Representation Theorem. The following result shows that every zero-sum two-player
Markov gameG with finite set of states can be encoded as a relational Markov game
G′ that has its semantics inG.

Theorem 3.1. LetG=(S,A,O, P,R) be a zero-sum two-player Markov game, where
S is finite. Then, there is a relational Markov gameG ′ =(T ′, A′, O′, P ′, R′) such that
the ordinary Markov game semantics ofG′ is given byG.

Proof (sketch). The sets of actionsA′ andO′ are defined asA andO, respectively,
and all have singletons as action partitions. We thus haveUAPa =A′ andUAPo =O′,
respectively. We assume only the state partition{s= si | si ∈S}, which thus already
coincides withUSP . We then useP ′ to associate with everya∈A′, o∈O′, ands= si

(si ∈S) the deterministic actionnsj (sj ∈S), along with the probabilityP (sj |si, a, o),
wherensj

represents the transition to the successor fluent formulas= sj . Finally, we
useR′ to associate with everya∈A′, o∈O′, ands= si (si ∈S) the rewardR(si, a, o)
to agenta . It is then easy to verify that the thus constructed relational Markov game
G ′ =(T ′, A′, O′, P ′, R′) hasG as associated semantics.2

4 Symbolic Value Iteration

In this section, we present a symbolic value iteration algorithm for the framework of
this paper, and we prove its soundness.



Algorithm and its Soundness. The quality (resp., value) function for ordinary (zero-
sum two-player) Markov games in Eq. (4) (resp., (5)) is extended to relational Markov
gamesG =(T,A,O, P,R) as follows. Thequality of actionα(x)∈Pa(x) against ac-
tionω(y)∈Po(y) in σ ∧ ρ∈USP , denotedQ(α(x), ω(y), σ∧ρ), whereσ=φ(z, s) ∈
Pa,o(z, s), z =xy, andρ completesσ to an element ofUSP , is defined as follows
(γ ∈ [0, 1) is thediscount factor):

Q(α(x), ω(y), σ ∧ ρ) = reward(α(x), ω(y), σ)+

γ ·
∑

n∈N prob(α(x), ω(y), σ, n(z)) · V (σn ∧ ρ) ,
(6)

whereσn =ψ(z, s)∈Pa,o(z, s) such thatRegr(ψ(z, do(n( z), s)))=σ, andN is the
set of all deterministic actionsn(z) thatP associates withα(x) andω(y) in σ and that
are executable inσ. Finally, thevalueof σ ∧ ρ∈USP , denotedV (σ ∧ ρ), is defined by:

V (σ ∧ ρ) = maxπ∈PD(UAPa ) mino∈UAPo

∑
a∈UAPa

π(a) ·Q(a, o, σ ∧ ρ) (7)

The following theorem shows that Eqs. (6) and (7) correctly describe the quality
and the value function of the ordinary Markov gameG′ that is encoded byG.

Theorem 4.1. Let G be a relational Markov game. Then, the quality and the value
function of the encoded ordinary Markov gameG′ are given by Eqs. (6) and (7).

Proof (sketch).The result follows from the ordinary Markov game semantics of rela-
tional Markov games.2

Like in the ordinary case, the value iteration algorithm initially setsQ0(α(x), ω(y),
σ ∧ ρ) = reward(α(x), ω(y), σ) for all σ ∧ ρ∈USP andσ ∈Pa,o(xy, s). Forn≥ 0, it
then computesV n asV from Eq. (7) usingQn asQ. Forn> 0, it computesQn asQ
from Eq. (6) usingV n−1 asV . The iteration is repeated until the difference betweenV n

andV n+1 is smaller than a given error thresholdε.
As a corollary of Theorem 4.1, this procedure converges, since it converges in the

ordinary case [11].

Corollary 4.1. LetG be a relational Markov game. Then, the symbolic value iteration
onG converges.

Another corollary of Theorem 4.1 is that a Nash policy pair can be calculated as
usual from the quality functionQ.

Corollary 4.2. Let G be a relational Markov game, and letQ be its quality function
specified by Eqs. (6) and (7). For everyρ∈USP , let (πa(ρ), πo(ρ)) be a Nash pair for
(UAPa ,UAPo , (Q(a, o, ρ))a∈UAPa , o∈UAPo ). Then,(πa , πo) is a Nash pair forG.

Acyclic Relational Markov Games. The above symbolic value iteration requires in-
ference in first-order logic (i) to decide whether the preconditions of a pair of actions
are satisfied, and (ii) to compute the successor fluent formula under a pair of actions.
We now show that foracyclic relational Markov games, the problems (i) and (ii) can be
reduced to deciding whether an acyclic logic program (with integrity constraints) has
an answer set. We first formally define acyclic relational Markov games.

A literal is an atomic formulap(t1, . . . , tk) or its negation. Aliteral conjunction
is either> or a conjunction of literalsl1, . . . , ln with n> 0. A clauseis a formula
of the formH⇐B, whereH is either⊥ or an atomic formula, andB is a literal
conjunction. The clause⊥⇐B is also called anintegrity constraint. A (normal) logic



program (with integrity constraints)L is a finite set of clauses. A formula or term is
ground iff it is variable-free. Aground instanceof a clauseC is obtained fromC by
uniformly replacing all variables inC by ground terms. We useground(L) to denote the
set of all ground instances of clauses inL. A logic programL is acyclic iff there exists
a mappingκ from all ground atomic formulas to the non-negative integers such that
κ(p)>κ(q) for all p andq wherep (resp.,q) occurs in the head (resp., body) of some
clause inground(L). Acyclic logic programs are a special case of locally stratified logic
programs; they have a natural semantics, which is given by their answer sets. Formally,
ananswer setof an acyclic logic programL is a Herbrand interpretationI such that for
every ground atomic formulap, it holds thatI |= p iff I |= ψ for some clausep⇐ψ in
ground(L). Note that acyclic logic programs have either no or exactly one answer set,
which can be computed by fixpoint iteration.

A relational Markov gameG =(T,A,O, P,R) is acyclic iff (i) for every deter-
ministic actionn(z) specified byT , the set of successor state axioms and the set of
action precondition axioms both form an acyclic logic program each, and (ii) every flu-
ent (resp., action) formula in every state (resp., action) partition is a literal conjunction.
The relational Markov gameG is propositionaliff (i) every successor state and action
precondition axiom inT is free of non-situation variables, and (ii) every state (resp.,
action) partition is free of non-situation variables.

The following theorem shows that (i) deciding whether the action preconditions are
satisfied and (ii) computing the successor fluent formula in Eq. (6) can be reduced to
the standard task of deciding whether an acyclic logic program has an answer set.

Theorem 4.2. Letn(z) be a deterministic action with state partitionPa,o(z) = {φi(z,
s) | i∈{1, . . . ,m}} and successor state (resp., action precondition) axioms given by
the acyclic logic programPssa(z, s) (resp.,Pap(z, s)), wheredo(a, s) occurs only in
clause heads inPssa(z). Then, (a)Regr(φj(z, do(n(z), s)))=φi(z, s) iff Pssa(z, s)∪
{φi(z, s)} ∪ {φj(z, do(n(z), s))} has an answer set; and (b)n(z) is executable in
φi(z, s) iff Pap(z, s) ∪ {φi(z, s)} has an answer set.

Proof (sketch). We basically have to show that the closed-world answer set seman-
tics of acyclic logic programs correctly implements the open-world view of first-order
statements in the situation calculus. In (a), this is the case, sincedo(a, s) appears only
in clause heads inPssa(z, s). In (b), this is also the case, since we assume that action
preconditions can be evaluated onφi(z, s) only. 2

The next result shows that in the propositional acyclic case, each value iteration step
can be done efficiently, that is, in polynomial time.

Theorem 4.3. LetG =(T,A,O, P,R) be an acyclic and propositional relational Mar-
kov game. Then, each step of symbolic value iteration onG can be done in polynomial
time in the size of the encoded ordinary Markov game.

Proof (sketch).It is sufficient to show that (i) deciding whether the preconditions of a
pair of actions are satisfied and (ii) computing the successor fluent formula under pairs
of actions can be done in polynomial time. By Theorem 4.2, (i) and (ii) can be reduced
to deciding whether an acyclic logic program has an answer set, which can be done in
polynomial time in the propositional case.2



5 Example

In this section, we consider a rugby example (see Fig. 1), which is a slightly modified
version of the soccer example by Littman [9]. The rugby field is a4× 5 grid. There are
two agents,A andB, each occupying a square, and each able to do one of the following
actions on each turn:N, S, E, W, andstand(move up, move down, move right, move
left, and no move, respectively). The ball is represented by an oval and also occupies
a square. An agent is aball owneriff it occupies the same square as the ball. The ball
follows the moves of the ball owner, and we have a goal when the ball owner steps into
the adversary goal. When the ball owner goes into the square occupied by the other
agent, if the other agent stands, possession of ball changes. Therefore, a good defensive
maneuver is to stand where the other agent wants to go.

This domain can be represented by the following relational Markov gameG =
(T,A,O, P,R). To axiomatize the basic action theoryT , we introduce the deterministic
actionsmove(α, β,m, n) wheren,m ∈ {N,S,E,W, stand} (agentsα andβ execute
concurrentlyn andm, respectively) and the fluentsat(α, x, y, s) (agentα is at (x, y)
in situations) andhaveBall(α, s) (agentα has the ball in situations) defined by the
following successor state axioms:

at(α, x, y, do(a, s)) ≡ (∃x′, y′, m, n).at(α, x′, y′, s) ∧ a = move(α, β, m, n) ∧
(m = stand ∧ y′ = y ∨m = N ∧ y′ = y − 1 ∨m = S ∧ y′ = y + 1) ∧ x = x′ ∨
(m = E ∧ x′ = x− 1 ∨m = W ∧ x′ = x + 1) ∧ y′ = y ;

haveBall(α, do(a, s)) ≡ (∃α′).haveBall(α′, s) ∧
(α = α′ ∧ ¬cngBall(α′, a, s) ∨ α 6= α′ ∧ cngBall(α, a, s)) .

Here,cngBall(α, a, s) is true iff the ball possession changes after an actiona of α in s:

cngBall(α, a, s) ≡ (∃β).β 6= α ∧ δy(α, β, s) = 0 ∧ (a = move(α, β, stand, R) ∧
δx(α, β, s) = 1 ∨ a = move(α, β, stand, L) ∧ δx(α, β, s) = −1) ∨
δx(α, β, s) = 0 ∧ (a = move(α, β, stand, N) ∧ δy(α, β, s) = 1 ∧
a = move(α, β, stand, S) ∧ δy(α, β, s) = −1) .

Here,δx(α, β, s) / δy(α, β, s) is the horizontal / vertical distance betweenα andβ:

δx(α, β, s) = dx ≡ (∃x, y, x′, y′).at(α, x, y, s) ∧ at(β, x′, y′, s) ∧ dx = x− x′ .

Once the deterministic actionmove(α, β, x, y) is defined in the basic action theoryT ,
we can introduce the stochastic actionsmoveTo(α, x)∈A andmoveTo(β, x)∈O.
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Fig. 1.Rugby Example



These are defined by the axioms inP . We suppose thatmoveTo(α, x) can succeed,
and then the actionmove(α, β, x, k) is executed (for any actionk performed byβ),
or it can fail, and thenmove(α, β, stand, k) is performed. We assume that the action
execution of an agent can only fail iff it is the ball owner, e.g.,

prob(moveTo(α, x1), moveTo(β, x2), s, move(α, β, y1, y2)) = p ≡
(haveBall(α, s) ∧ y2 = x2 ∧ (y1 = stand ∧ p = 0.2 ∨ y1 = x1 ∧ p = 0.8)) ∧
(¬haveBall(α, s) ∧ y1 = x1 ∧ (y2 = stand ∧ p = 0.2 ∨ y2 = x2 ∧ p = 0.8)) .

We can now define the axioms inR. The zero-sum reward function (which here only
depends on the state properties) is represented as follows:

reward(α, s) = r ≡ (∃α′, β, dx, dy)haveBall(α′, s) ∧ δx(α′, β, x, y, s) = dx ∧
δy(α′, β, x, y, s) = dy ∧ r′ = M · dx + K · |dy| ∧ (α=α′ ∧ r=r′ ∨α′ 6=α ∧ r=− r′) .

The reward is defined relative to the ball owner, and it is given by the linear combination
of the horizontal and (the absolute value of) the vertical distances. The horizontal com-
ponent is emphasized by the bigM (M >> K). Since this gives us the relative distance
from the adversary, maximizing this value, the agent is both closer to the touch-line and
far from the adversary. The second component (K · |dy|) represents the secondary goal
of a ball owner trying to avoid being engaged by the adversary.

In this example, we have only one state partition, which already forms the unified
state partition. To formulate it, we introduce the following formulas:

φ1
i,j(α, s) = ∃β.haveBall(α, s) ∧ δx(α, β, s) = i ∧ δy(α, β, s) = j ;

φ0
i,j(α, s) = ∃β.¬haveBall(α, s) ∧ δx(α, β, s) = i ∧ δy(α, β, s) = j

with i∈{−5, . . . , 5} andi∈{−3, . . . , 3}. It is easy to verify that the above formulas
define a state partition. That is,φl

i,j(α, s)⇒¬φm
i′,j′(α, s), for all 〈i, j, l〉 6= 〈i′, j′,m〉,

and
∨

i,j,l φ
l
i,j(α, s) are valid. This state partition also satisfies the closure property with

respect to each deterministic actionmove(α, β, x, y).
Given this state partition, we can represent thequality of, e.g., actionmoveTo(α,

N) against actionmoveTo(β, stand) in any stateφl
i,j(α, s). For instance, given the

stateφ1
0,2(α, s), sinceα is the ball owner, associated to the actions above, we have two

deterministic actions, i.e.,move(α, β,N, stand) andmove(α, β, stand, stand). The
first action leads to the stateφ1

0,3, while the second one is equivalent to an empty action,
and thus the next state isφ1

0,2. The probabilities associated with the two transitions are
p=0.8 andp=0.2, respectively, and the reward forα in φ1

0,x is |x| ·K. Considering the
first step of the value iteration (whereV is equal to the rewardR), theQ1 value is given
by (2 + γ · (0.8 · 3 + 0.2 · 2)) ·K. In general, theQ1 value ofmoveTo(α,N) against
moveTo(β, stand) can be expressed by a disjunction on the unified state partition:

Q1(moveTo(α, N), moveTo(β, stand), s)=q1 ≡
∨

i,j,l(∃qi)φ
l
i,j(α, s) ∧ q1=qi .

We have this shape forQ1, because of the closure property of the state partition. The
previous formula is equivalent the following one, which is the explicit definition ofQ1:

Q1(moveTo(α, N), moveTo(β, stand), s)=q1 ≡
(∃r, p1, p2, r1, r2).reward(α, s)=r ∧ prob(moveTo(α, N), moveTo(β, stand), s,

move(α, β, stand, stand))=p1∧reward(α, do(move(α, β, stand, stand), s))=r1 ∧
prob(moveTo(α, N), moveTo(β, stand), s, move(α, β, N, stand))=p2 ∧
reward(α, do(move(α, β, N, stand), s))=r2 ∧ q1 = r + γ · (p1 · r1 + p2 · r2) .



6 Related Work

The work closest in spirit to this paper is perhaps the important one by Boutilier et
al. [2], which introduces first-order MDPs where actions are similarly described in a
stochastic variant of the situation calculus, along with a symbolic value iteration algo-
rithm for first-order MDPs. There are, however, several crucial differences. First, rather
than having only a single agent, we consider the more general setting of multiple and
possibly competing agents. That is, rather than combining action descriptions in the
situation calculus with MDPs, we combine them with the more general Markov games.
As a consequence, our value iteration procedure becomes technically more involved,
since it also requires a linear programming step where Nash equilibria of matrix games
are computed, which is not needed in [2]. Second, as an important technical difference,
rather than dynamically partitioning the state space at every value iteration step, we
assume that the state space is statically partitioned in advance, which is possible when
it holds the natural property that pairs of actions do not lead outside their state parti-
tions (see Sections 3 and 5). This avoids that the state space partitioning exponentially
increases along the value iteration procedure. Furthermore, it also allows for defining
probability distributions on the state space partitioning, and thus for partial observabil-
ity in relational Markov games; exploring this aspect to some more depth is an interest-
ing topic of future research. Third, [2] also does not consider any restricted classes of
first-order MDPs (like our acyclic relational Markov games) where the symbolic value
iteration can be done easily and/or efficiently.

Another closely related approach is Poole’s independent choice logic (ICL) [12],
which is based on acyclic logic programs under different “choices”. Each choice along
with the acyclic logic program produces a first-order model. By placing a probability
distribution over the different choices, one then obtains a distribution over the set of
first-order models. Like our work, Poole’s one also combines a first-order logical for-
malism for dynamic domains with concepts from game theory. But Poole’s work is a
combination of his ICL with games in extensive and normal form, while our work com-
bines action descriptions in the situation calculus with Markov games. Moreover, Poole
focuses more on representational aspects and less on computing optimal policies.

There are other important works on first-order and relational MDPs [18,7,6] and
an approach to integrating explicit agent programming in Golog with game-theoretic
multi-agent planning in Markov games [5], which are all, however, less closely related
to the approach to relational Markov games introduced in the present paper.

7 Summary and Outlook

We have introduced an approach to relational Markov games, where first-order action
descriptions in a stochastic variant of the situation calculus are combined with ordinary
zero-sum two-player Markov games. In particular, we have then presented a symbolic
value iteration algorithm for computing Nash policy pairs in this framework.

An interesting topic of future research is to extend this approach to also allow for
partial observability as well as for additional knowledge about the agents and their
preferences (for example, as inBayesian games).
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